Music.	y
has been well said that if a Greek youth had by con-
tinuous practice become stronger than a bull, more
truthful than the Godhead, and wiser than the most
learned Egyptian priest, his fellow-citixens would shrug
their shoulders at him with contempt if he did not
possess what a series of music and gymnastic can alone
give—a sense of gracefulness and proportion.
This careful musical training might have been ex-
pe^ted by £P Greek to do that service for the mind which
in later days has been attributed with much less reason to
accurate scholarship. The development of a sense of
harmony, the using of the mind to decide on subtle
questions by the delicate judgment of taste rather than
by the coarser balances of reason and argument—all
this might be expected to proceed from the nice appre-
ciation of the character of sounds, and of the ethical effect
of melodies. Plato in his' Republic' defends the power of
music, * because rhythm and harmony find their way into
the secret places of the soul, on which they mightily
fastdh, bearing grace in their movements, and making
the .soul giaceful of him who is rightly educated, or un-
graceful if iu-educatetl; «.nd also because he who has
received this true education of the inner being will most
shrewdly perceive omissions or faults in art or nature,
and with a true taste, while he praises, and rejoices over,
and receives into his soul the good, and becomes noble
and goodj he will justly blame and hate the bad now in
tie days of his youth, even before he is able to know
the reason of the thing; and when reason comes he will
recognise and salute her as a friend with whom his edu-
cation has made him long familiar/ ('Rep/ iii. 401-2,
Jowetfs Translation.) Nothing shows the importance
which the Greeks attached to music more than their strong
condemnation of the flute as compared with the lyre.

